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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter February 03, 2021 

Focusing on our Strengths! 

For those that haven’t seen nor head the announcement made yesterday… 

It is with great excitement I share with you that today Optionetics is moving to 

become part of the MoneyMapPress community.   That means we will increase 

our ability to deliver great content to you, as well as expand our education 

beyond webinars and software to the MMP community.  

 There are many reasons companies choose to work together.  For us, the path 

was ultimately the right choice because it presented the opportunity to 

partner with a leader in the publishing industry.  It also allows us to focus on 

content, while leaving the administrative, marketing, and customer service to 

more experience.  

  

What does this mean for you, the Optionetics Student? 

 EDUCATION - First, my team and I am going nowhere…  It actually makes our 

job easier and we can focus solely on trading, teaching, and publishing.  We 

will continue to offer multiple Optionetics Webinars each year, but you will 

get a huge upgrade moving forward.   

SOFTWARE - Second, there is no change to the software… as long as you 

remain an active subscriber, you will continue to get our professional quality 

software and support just as you are now.   

PARTNERS AND MASTERS PROGRAMS – We are quickly ramping up to start 

the 2021 programs within the next few weeks.  Be on the lookout from us as 

these will launch soon.  

  

What do you need to do RIGHT NOW? 

 NOTHING! 
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Get ready for an upgraded experience in the coming weeks.  We look forward 

to showing you everything we have been working on.   

 2021 is going to be great!  We all look forward to working with you and 

delivering new Options content at a greater level than we ever have! 

*** This changes nothing with our tools and me and my team teaching 

you how to use it to its fullest capabilities. 

We are still running the tools.  The education and the support for it 

continues on as usual *** 

 

 

 

 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 
 

 
 
We see potential 15-point trading range setting up on SPY. 
 
As stated last week, securities respond to a Simple Moving average (SMA) 
than others.  The 50-day is a pretty popular one, so it isn’t a surprise to see 
SPY test it and bounce off it.  That also coincided with 370 being an old 
resistance becoming a new support. 
 
Right now, we have a trading range of 15-points between the highs at 385 and 
this potential new support at 370. 
 
We area at or near the top of this range right now so we need to see it break 
out above resistance on above average volume to be bullish. 
 
Earnings could be a bullish catalyst along with more stimulus and more 
optimism on COVID-19 vaccine rollouts. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
If one is looking for a clear visual representation of the inverse trading 
relationship between equities and bonds, look no further than the chart on the 
SPY and the one above on TLT. 
 
There is a previous support price area that could be deemed now overhead 
resistance at 155. 
 
The strength in equities is a cause for the selling off in bonds so much so TLT 
did not get a chance to get up to that overhead 155 price. 
 
Nor did it fully fill the downside gap from 156.  NOR did it test the 50-day 
Simple Moving Average. 
 
I was about to say 150 could be a support, but it closed below that so it may 
continue to sell off. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
 
The technical picture in UUP is one where my analysis isn’t going to be used to 
determine if a bullish or bearish trade option is warranted on it. 
 
My analysis is going to help me determine if I am more bullish or bearish on 
equities. 
 
We have the price lows getting higher and testing a resistance price level of 
$24.60 which is where a triangle pattern is formed and coming to a pinch. 
 
Triangles are eventually broker either to the upside or down. 
 
Whichever way the price of UUP breaks is going to help me determine more of 
my directional bias on equities. 
 
A break to the upside out of the triangle is bullish for UUP, which may make 
for a softening of prices in equities and vice versa. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
The oil bulls are continuing to drive this thing higher. 
 
I’ve drawn in multiple triangle patterns that I deemed ‘successful’ in my 
annotations for the chart image above. 
 
Successful from a bullish perspective as the price of USO broke out to the 
upside and ran higher each time over the time period shown. 
 
If the pattern continues to play out we could anticipate a bit of a consolidation 
in price, (I am not sure USO will retrace and fill the upside gap) and then a 
continued move higher. 
 
One can draw in an ascending support line to monitor is USO uses that as a 
future support or breaks below it. 
 
I am more inclined to expect higher prices as we are coming into the 
seasonally bullish patter on oil and energy.  Yearly oil and energy report to 
come in the next couple of weeks. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
 
GLD is feeling weaker to me over the past week of trade. 
 
I can see a price support forming at $172. 
 
A break of support on a closing basis could bring a price decline taking GLD to 
$170 or even as low as the pivot low at $168. 
 
The reason I say it feels weak to me is the observation of what is happening in 
the two SMA’s in the chart image above.  The 50-day SMA is in decline.  The 
200-day SMA is advancing. 
 
When the 50-day SMA crosses below the 200-day SMA that is called by 
technical analysts a ‘Death Cross’, (opposite of a Golden Cross), in that is says 
the shorter-term momentum of the security is bearish. 
 
I’m not saying it IS going to happen, but it is very close.  I have two support 
levels I see as possibilities assessed. 
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Case Study 
 
First – A quick update on last weeks newsletter Case Study for Mattel (MAT) 
 
Prior to the close here is the candidate the tools produced: 
 

 
 
The Long Call Option candidate is the Mattel (MAT) February 19, 2021 $17.50 
Call at $1.43 per contract. 
 
Here is the chart for it last week: 

 
 
Let’s zoom the Risk Graph in to take a look at the past 20 trading days so I can 
emphasize where the stock was at when last week’s write up was done. 
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We can see where it was at that time and where it is at currently (time of this 
writing was done a bout an hour before the close). 

 
 
And here is what the option is showing according to the tools: 
 

 
 
The discussion now is what one can consider.  I can’t recommend what to do, 
but choices are a) take profit or b) move stop up to break even.  The profit I 
would use to gauge current profitability at is the one for the mid-price shown 
above. 
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New Case Study idea.  Here is a case study for those that don’t want to be as 
busy managing shorter term trades. 
 
It comes from the 10/30-Day Simple Moving Average (SMA) Crossover scan. 
 
This is a technical pattern where we look for a stock whose 10-day SMA is 
crossing ABOVE its 30-day SMA. 
 
This is deemed a bullish technical pattern where the higher prices can be 
anticipated.  Even though the stock price may not look that bullish it is 
showing short-term momentum in the SMA is getting stronger than it has 
been in the longer (of the two) SMA’s. 
 
An entry can be considered when the 10-day SMA crossed above the 30-day 
and the exit based on the technical pattern alone is when the 10-day later 
crosses below the 30-day. 
 
It is a pattern that tends to play out over a couple or more months. 
 
An option trade with an expiry for the current month or as far out as 45-90 
days (or more) can be considered. 
 
When one logs in to the tools an icon will be seen in the first panel from the 
left titled Option Trader that looks like this: 

 
Left-click on it and the Moving Average Crossovers page opens up: 
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Change the info on the page to what the green arrows show and left-click 
Search. 
 
Here is the list result at the time of this writing: 

 
 
When you click on the green hyperlink it will bring up the Risk Graph page 
with the option trade info as well. 

 
 
Trade management ideas one can consider over and above waiting for the 
100-day SMA to cross below the 30-day SMA is to go with a percentage stop 
loss (of the value of the option) or use a dollar stop loss (of the value of the 
option) or a time stop in that if it doesn’t start moving within a week move 
one. 
 
This is not a recommendation, but education and tools navigation training on 
how to use the tools to find a 10/30 bullish cross.  The tools then show an 
option that has a low percent to double prior to or at expiration of an option. 
 
Again, consult with your broker before taking any trade for its suitability for 
your portfolio. 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
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Disclaimers 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and 
options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an actual 
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with 
hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 
to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service 
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no circumstances 
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other 
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence 
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment 
decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any 
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news, 
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe 
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational 
and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a 
broker/dealer. 
 
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements.  All 
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors.  All prices 
in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


